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Abstract. We discuss a series of activities for A level students which can be carried

out using the Binding Blocks three dimensional chart of nuclides. The planned

activities cover four main sections which can be linked to the A level curriculum; nuclear

decays (as seen through the different colours on the chart), medical physics (medical

isotopes highlighted on the chart), fusion on Earth (binding energy demonstrated

through tower heights) and stellar fusion (which has a limit at 56Fe, illustrated by

the decreasing tower heights).

1. Introduction

A level physics curricula typically cover four key areas of nuclear physics: nuclear

decay, radioisotopes, nuclear energy and astrophysics [1–4]. In this paper, we will

present activities which have been created as interactive lessons covering these four

different topics. The activities make use of different aspects of the Binding Blocks three-

dimensional isotope chart, as presented in [5]. They can be used either individually or

together, at the discretion of the user. Typically, there is some overlap between the

activities; however they place the physics in different contexts.

The Binding Blocks chart uses towers of LEGO® bricks‡ to create the chart of

nuclides in three dimensions. The towers are colour-coded according to the mechanism

through which each isotope decays, and the height of each tower represents the mass

excess per nucleon per kilogram of the material (relative to iron-56, the most stable

nucleus). Mass excess is the difference between the actual mass of the nucleus and its

mass number in atomic mass units. Each layer of bricks in the tower represents 25TJ

of energy per kilogram of material, so the taller the tower, the more mass a nucleus has

per nucleon. See [5] for more details.

‡ LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorise or

endorse the present work.
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An interactive session using the Binding Blocks chart begins with a short

introductory talk, which provides an overview of the concepts that will be covered

in the chosen activities. Students are then invited to participate in the construction of

the chart (the number of plates built depends on the requirements of the activities and

the time available). Following this, one or more of the activities can be carried out. We

introduce four activities, based on the following topics:

• Section 2: Radioactivity and decay pathways

• Section 3: Medical isotopes

• Section 4: Fusion energy

• Section 5: Nuclear astrophysics.

Each activity is given with a specific set of learning outcomes and practical examples.

2. Radioactivity and decay pathways

This activity is typically for A level students, but can be delivered to higher level GCSE

students if certain components are removed. The learning outcomes are as follows:

• Describe the two primary modes of radioactive decay (α, β) that are presented on

the chart and are part of the standard A level syllabus, along with their properties;

• Create and explain a variety of possible decay paths with multiple steps for an

unstable nucleus;

• Apply knowledge of different decay modes to naturally occurring background

radiation and technological applications of radioactive decay;

• Solve nuclear decay problems by applying the rate equation (2);

• Explain the concept of half-life.

The overall focus of the activity is to convey the idea that unstable nuclei decay into

more stable ones because it is energetically favourable to do so. The heights of the

towers of the chart help the visualisation of a tightly bound nucleus.

Pre-activity

For this activity, building the chart up to the iron region is recommended, but it can be

carried out in a limited capacity with only the A1 plate [5]. The introductory talk should

provide an overview or recap of the two primary decay modes (α and β). There are five

key properties to discuss: degree of ionisation; degree of penetration; the charge of the

decay products; the energy of the decay products; and the expected level of activity of

a source. Another point to emphasise is that nuclei decay in order to lose energy and

become more stable, decreasing their mass excess per nucleon. The decay chain will

continue until the product is a completely stable nucleus (represented by black bricks

in the centre of the chart).
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Figure 1: (Colour online). Possible decay paths of 13Be to a stable ground state. The

colours indicate the decay mode of the isotope according to the Binding Blocks chart:

neutron emission (dark blue); β− (light blue); α (yellow); stable (black/grey).

Practical activity

After this background knowledge has been established, the students can move back to

the chart and begin consideration of the types of nuclei that undergo each decay and why.

Here the colours of the chart will be helpful in distinguishing between different modes

of decay (see [5] for details). Questions to pose to the group can include ‘How could

you identify nuclei which could decay through multiple modes?’ and ‘What patterns do

you see among the colours on the chart?’

The next stage of the activity is more interactive. Firstly, some examples of decay

paths are given to the group, such as:

14C → 14N+ e− + ν̄e (T1/2 = 126.5milliseconds) (1a)
18F → 18O+ e+ + νe (T1/2 = 109.771minutes). (1b)

In these two equations, we illustrate the two types of β-decay: in (1a) one neutron is

converted into a proton with emission of an electron e− and an antineutrino ν̄e; while

in (1b) we have the opposite case, with emission of a positron e+ and a neutrino νe.

The students are then split into smaller groups and are given (different) worksheets

with incomplete paths (an example of a complete decay chain is illustrated in Figure 1).

They follow the decay pathway along the chart by identifying the mode of decay: β, α

or neutron emission.

As part of the activity they can add their paths onto the chart, using blue tack

and string to link the parent and daughter nuclei. Following this, student groups can be
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given a list of various scenarios where a given radioactive source is needed, and asked

to select a decay mode that fits the requirements.

Mathematical activity

This activity would be for A level groups only and uses the rate equation (2) and decay

constant (3) to calculate the activity, A, of various nuclei, given their half-lives (T1/2).

A = A0 exp (−λt) (2)

λ =
ln 2

T1/2

(3)

If the students are unfamiliar with the concept of the half-life this activity can be

omitted, or a short introduction can be given to explain the principles.

Discussion

At the end of the activity the discussion can be widened to topics related to nuclear

radiation in everyday life. The students can be divided into groups and asked to think

about where they can find sources of nuclear radiation around them. A few examples

include:

• Natural background radiation and radiation coming from space;

• 238Pu (α emitter) as a source of heat in satellites;

• 241Am (α emitter) in smoke alarms;

• 99mTc (γ emitter) for medical imaging.

Finally, if time permits, it is then possible to introduce the concepts of nuclear safety

and the limit to the dose that the human body can absorb without harm.

3. Medical isotopes

The medical isotope activity is aimed at A level students or higher set physics GCSE

students. It expands the discussion of radioactive decay to real-world applications by

introducing some uses of radioactive isotopes in medicine. The learning outcomes are:

• Explain the difference between the interactions of charged particles and photons

with matter;

• Evaluate the constraints on the half-life and decay mode for different applications

of nuclear radiation in medicine.

Pre-activity

Building the Binding Blocks chart will encourage students to think about different types

of radiation and decay modes. Some medical isotopes are marked using pink bricks, and

to include them all, the chart should be built up to the seventh plate column. The
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Figure 2: (Colour online) Left: the instruction file used to build the nuclide chart.

Right: the detail of the plate containing 131I [5].

isotopes highlighted on the chart are 18F, 67Ga,99Tc, 123I and 131I, commonly used for

medical imaging [6] and, in the case of 131I, treating overactive thyroid glands. In Figure

2 we show the instruction diagram required to build the chart, as well as the E7 plate

containing 131I [5].

Students begin this activity by discussing the features of their ideal medical isotope

as a class. In particular they should consider:

• the chemical properties of the element (interaction with human cells);

• the half-life of the element;

• the impact of radiation on the human body;

• transport and production.

These ideas can then be brought forward into later stages of the activity.

Practical activity

In groups of between three and five, students design their ideal medical isotope. They

make a list of the ideal features a medical isotope would have, following on from the

previous discussion. They are encouraged to consider which of the features they have

listed contradict each other (such as activity vs. half life). These data can be extracted

using the interactive nuclear chart in [7]. An example is given in Figure 3 for the region

of the chart around iodine.

The students are then given the opportunity to compare the features of their

designed isotope to one that is used in medicine, such as 131I (researching a commonly-

used medical isotope could be set as a home learning activity prior to the lesson). They

are encouraged to compare and contrast the compromises they have made with their

designed isotope to the real-world example. To close the activity, the students present

their designed isotopes to the class, comparing them to the real-world medical isotope

that most closely matches their ideal requirements.
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Figure 3: (Colour online). Illustration of the iodine section of the online interactive

nuclear chart, coloured according to the half lives of the isotopes [7].

Mathematical activity

To better understand the requirements for designing an optimal isotope for medical

purposes, the students can estimate the absorbed dose of radiation for β particles and

photons (γ radiation). Using simple estimates from [8, 9], the absorbed dose for a β

emitter is:

Dβ = 7380CEβ T1/2 (4)

where Dβ is the absorbed dose of radiation per kilogram of material, measured in J kg−1.

Eβ is the mean energy emitted per decay of the nuclide in J, and T1/2 is the half-life of

the nuclide in the tissue in seconds. C is the concentration of the nuclides expressed in

microcuries per gram (where a curie is equivalent to 37 billion decays per second).

A dose of 1 J kg−1 will typically produce no immediate effect. A dose of 1-2 J kg−1

in less than a day will start inducing some serious symptoms in the human body, and

above 10 J kg−1 the dose become fatal. The students can thus calculate the absorbed

dose for the isotopes they have identified and estimate the effects on the human body.

The discussion can also be extended to the varying penetration of radiative particles into

human tissue: from alpha particles, which are stopped almost immediately, to gamma

rays, which can travel through the entire body.
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Discussion

After laying the foundations of the medical applicability of different decay modes,

techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) scans can be outlined [10].

The discussion should highlight that nuclear radiation can be used for civil applications

apart from energy production and military applications.

4. Fusion energy

This activity places the process of nuclear fusion into the context of the wider search

for a clean energy source for the future. It is hoped that fusion energy will be a realistic

source of commercial energy by approximately 2050 [11]. The learning outcomes for this

section are:

• Describe how energy is gained by fusing nuclei;

• Calculate the energy released in different fusion reactions;

• Demonstrate an understanding of the sustainability of fusion as an energy source

for the future.

Pre-activity

The activity requires the first (A1) plate of the Binding Blocks chart, but can also

involve the plates up to the iron group elements (C plates). The longer chart can be

used to demonstrate the end point of fusion in stars using a tennis ball (see Section 5).

However, for the sake of the fusion energy activity alone, this is not necessary and the

A1 plate is sufficient.

The introductory talk should provide an overview of the concepts involved in fusion

energy; primarily focusing on magnetic confinement fusion and the tokamak reactor

design (e.g. ITER [12]). The fuel in a tokamak has to be at extremely high temperatures

and pressures, so is confined in a vacuum chamber by strong magnetic fields. At this

point the students could be introduced to the plasma state (the fourth state of matter).

The preliminary discussion should emphasise the need for alternative energy sources to

replace fossil fuels.

Practical activity

The activity will be presented as an opportunity to ‘design a tokamak’. The students

will consider a variety of fusion reactions involving a combination of the isotopes present

on the A1 plate. Using their physics knowledge, they need to determine appropriate

fuels for a tokamak, taking into consideration both the energy yield of the reactions and

how the isotopes may behave in an reactor environment.

The students are encouraged to come and interact with the constructed chart so

they can visually compare the tower heights. However, as there is one chart between

the whole group, a worksheet of the A1 plate with all the tower heights included is
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provided. The worksheet will list a group of combinations of isotopes and one of the

products, e.g. a neutron. From this, they will have to work out the other product and

the energy gained from the fusion reaction. The available ‘fuels’ on the worksheet will

be mainly stable isotopes from the A1 plate, with the exception of neutrons and tritium.

Examples of reactions include:

2

1D+ 2

1D → 3

2He +
1

0n + 3.2MeV
1

1H+ 11

5B → 4

2He +
4

2He +
4

2He + 8.7MeV.

Discussion

The students can discuss as a class the reactions that they decide are most appropriate.

They can then be introduced to the reaction that has been chosen for fusion energy

research (between deuterium and tritium):

2

1D+ 3

1T → 4

2He +
1

0n + 17.6MeV.

This interaction has the advantages of both a high energy yield, and a relatively high

reaction rate at temperatures that are achievable in a laboratory.

To demonstrate the energy released in this reaction, four LEGO® brick towers are

required, which represent 1 kg of deuterium (30 bricks high), 1.5 kg of tritium (36 high),

2 kg of helium (14 high) and 0.5 kg of neutrons (18 high). By ‘fusing’ the deuterium and

tritium towers and comparing this to the total height of the helium and neutron towers,

the energy released in the deuterium-tritium reaction can be visualised. The tower

height difference is 34 bricks, and each brick represents roughly 25TJ kg−1, meaning

that approximately 850TJ is produced for every kilogram of deuterium burned.

Two facts can be used to put this number into context. Firstly, burning coal releases

around 25MJ for every kilogram of fuel (roughly thirty million times smaller). Secondly,

the energy that would be obtained from the deuterium from half a bathtub of seawater

and the lithium in a laptop battery would supply one person with enough electricity for

30 years of their life. A further discussion point is provided by the inclusion of lithium

rather than tritium here: as can be seen from the Binding Blocks chart, tritium is itself

radioactive (with a half-life of 12.3 years), and so a fusion reactor must create its own

tritium in order to be sustainable. Neutrons from the fusion reactions will interact with

lithium in ‘breeding blanket’ modules to produce tritium:

6

3Li +
1

0n → 4

2He +
3

1T.

5. Nuclear astrophysics

The stellar physics activity places aspects of nuclear physics into the context of the life

cycle of a star, and relates this to the nuclear chart. There are four learning outcomes

for this activity, linking in with A level Physics curricula:

• Demonstrate an understanding of how stars generate energy;
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• Qualitatively describe the formation of different elements;

• Use the E = mc2 equation to calculate the energy released in fusion;

• Investigate the stability of different nuclei, and how this affects the stellar life cycle.

The activity is organised into sections, each covering a different type of reaction

that takes place in a star such as the Sun, leading to the release of energy. This activity

is related to the fusion activity illustrated in Section 4, but in this case the concept of

fusion should be used only as a tool to explain the basic astrophysical processes occuring

into stars and thus the production of heavy elements.

Ideally, this activity will make use of the entire chart (particularly for the creation

of heavy elements). Printed copies of the chart, with tower heights indicated, can be

used in lieu of the full chart, especially for large groups of students. In the following we

identify three main topics to be discussed in the activity. For the proton-proton chain

and helium burning, only the A1 plate is necessary.

Proton-proton chain

The proton-proton chain is the basic mechanism which produces helium in stars by

fusing light nuclei together:

1

1H + 1

1H → 2

1D
2

1D + 1

1H → 3

2He
3

2He +
3

2He →
4

2He +
1

1H+ 1

1H

To simplify the notation, we have omitted e+, νe and γ particles, although the electric

charge and lepton number should be conserved at each stage [13]. The students, using

the tower heights on the chart, should be able to calculate the energy balance of the

reactions above and show that this process is energetically favourable (i.e. energy is

released).

Helium burning

After the early stages of the life of the star, thanks to the proton-proton chain process,

helium accumulates in the core. We can therefore access new reactions, such as:

4

2He +
1

1H → 5

3Li
4

2He +
4

2He →
8

4Be
4

2He +
4

2He +
4

2He →
12

6C

Students are asked to work out the likely fusion products, discuss the decays of these

products, and discuss the difficulties of fusion beyond 4
2He. We refer to the article by

Diget et al. in the current volume for further details on this particular aspect of the

stellar cycle [14].
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Figure 4: (Colour online). Mass excess per nucleon, rescaled to 56Fe and given in mega-

electronvolts (MeV).

Fusion end point and creation of heavy elements

This activity can be done by using the full chart up to Fe, but ideally will extend beyond

this point to focus on the creation of heavy elements in the universe. A demonstration

of the fusion endpoint (at 56Fe) can be given by dropping a tennis ball from the high

point of the chart, and watching it roll towards and stop at the valley of the chart. In

Figure 4, we show the values mass excess (expressed in MeV) for stable nuclei, scaled

to 56Fe, to illustrate the valley of stability.

This then leads onto the question of how heavier elements are formed, since the

mass excess increases again beyond 56Fe. The main processes are:

• Proton capture (p-process)

• Neutron capture (s- or r-process).

By considering the nuclear half-life data given in [7], the students should suggest two

possible capture paths along the Binding Blocks chart for a typical s-process scenario

(timescale ≈ 1012 s) and r-process (timescale ≈ 10−3 s).

Discussion

At the end of the activity, the different astrophysical environments where the above

processes take place can be introduced. For example, in the case of the first two

activities, the demonstrator can briefly discuss the evolution of a star according to

the different stages of burning of nuclear fuel, and thus the current status of our Sun.
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For the last activity, possible discussion topics include different astrophysical sites,

e.g. supernovae explosions [15], or more exotic locations such as neutron star mergers

or black-hole mergers [16]. The latter could be linked to the recent discoveries of

gravitational waves [17].

6. Conclusions

In this article, we have discussed four activities related to important aspects of A

level curricula on nuclear physics. These activities have been developed in the form of

thematic lectures and they can be combined with the construction of a three-dimensional

chart of nuclear isotopes [5]. The objective of this article is to provide ideas and material

to teachers to increase the engagement of students toward these specific aspects of the

scientific curriculum. We also note that an electronic version of the three-dimensional

chart will be made available [18], which can be used with the activities described in the

present article without the need to transport the LEGO® chart.
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